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Carrefour acquires the specialist organic banner So.bio
Carrefour announces today the acquisition of So.bio, a chain of stores specialized in the distribution
of organic products.
So.bio currently has eight stores in South West France and two new stores will open in the coming
months.
So.bio has forged close links with local and regional producers to offer the best choice at an
attractive price.
Carrefour’s ambition is to develop the brand and extend it nationwide.
Carrefour will thus be able to provide its customers with an organic offer throughout the distribution
chain: the So.bio specialist banner, an online sales offer with Greenweez, and of course organic
corners in all traditional stores. This acquisition is therefore fully in line with the Carrefour 2022
transformation plan and the Group's ambition to become the world leader in the food transition for
all.
This operation will enable So.bio to grow by leveraging Carrefour’s resources and skills.
"So.bio is one of the best specialized organic store concepts in France because of the quality of its
product range, its price positioning, the know-how of its teams and its efficient management" said
Benoit Soury, Carrefour’s Organic Market Director.
Jean-Marc Lachat, co-founder of So.bio, added: "This acquisition by Carrefour will enable So.bio to
accelerate its development by capitalizing on the complementary expertise and human and financial
resources of the Carrefour Group".
This acquisition will be subject to the approval of the relevant authorities.

_______________________
About Carrefour Group
With a multiformat network of 12,300 stores in over 30 countries, Carrefour Group is one of the world's leading food
retailers. Carrefour serves 105 million customers worldwide and posted sales of 88.24 billion euros in 2017. The Group has
more than 380,000 employees who contribute to making Carrefour the world leader in the food transition for all, offering
quality food every day, accessible everywhere and at a reasonable price.
For more information, visit www.carrefour.com, Twitter (@CarrefourGroup) and LinkedIn (Carrefour).
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